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Presentation Notes
 In mid- 2012 stakeholders from Bristol Water and the University of the West of England realised that the “UWE Student Village”, opened in 2006 and housing almost 2000 students in four pairs (called “courts”) of tower blocks, offered a unique opportunity to experiment with different strategies for reducing demand. 



Initial Study Assumptions/Design (2012-13)

• Water company interest because of high usage and ENU status

• Informed by student accommodation that students were randomly 
allocated to blocks

• No opt-in bias (common problem with panel-type studies)

• Mendip (400 rooms) Court was assigned to be the control courtyard.

• Simple aerating tap inserts were installed in all hand basins in Brecon 
Court (564 rooms).

• Tap inserts and low flow showerheads were installed in Cotswold 
Court (500 rooms).

• In Quantock Court (468 rooms) soft measures including shower 
timers and paper posters promoting water conservation were 
installed.

• All toilets fitted with Siamp S thru the wall dual flush (2/6 lpf).

• “DMA” meter reads every 30 minutes



With the available data (since 2013), we were able to pose several
research questions:

• What is baseline (personal) water use in this highly 
standardised context – without confounding factors of house 
type, modifications, gardening, car washing, etc.)?

• Are there differences in water use by gender, student origin 
(UK/EU versus international)?

• Does involvement in sporting activities increase/decrease 
showering at home? (proximity of Sport Centre)?

• Can we identify the difference that different “hard” and “soft” 
interventions make in water use, quantitatively, and 
qualitatively?

• Also of interest was the life-span of the fixtures used in the 
study and associated maintenance issues (became 
increasingly important!)



In first two annual cycles discovered a number of 
confounding factors, including….
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Poor maintenance…..as shown



But also:
- Students NOT allocated randomly, but according to arrival dates/times, 

degree course (sometimes, esp. Kaplan International College), 
nationality/gender (for some non-EU nationals)

- Fittings being non-uniformly replaced as part of Legionella control
- Large number of internal stakeholders to engage – UWE Estates, Facilities, 

Accommodations, SU, Directorate, etc.

………AND several incidences of “exceptional” water use 







What to analyse? What data selection/extraction?
• Mid-week (Tuesday to Thursday) to ensure a like-for-like 

comparison
• Who goes for the weekend?
• From weeks 2-11 of term time (omitting first and last 

weeks)
• Also look at reading week / field trips effect
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This looks quite promising as the intervention Courts are using less water, but: Daily Avgs	166.7	136.5	128.4
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The above box plot displays the overall water consumption patterns per occupant, for each Block (indicated on the x-axis), for the entire academic year. It is evident that, for most of the Blocks, the median value is around 0.15-0.25 cubic of water per occupant per day. The value is slightly above the average water daily use in UK, around 0.15 to 0.18 cubic metres per day per person, (Staddon, 2010). Distribution is even in most of the cases; however, a few Blocks (e.g. Mendip 1, Brecon 4 and 7, Cotswold 6) show a significant higher water consumption and irregular behaviour, with exceptional water consumption. Outliers, indicating values sensibly distant from median consumption, are probably due to leaking episodes and periodic flushes, which are performed for health and safety reasons
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In the second half of the 2014-15 year and in the 2015-2016 year the measured differences largely disappear, mostly because of the non-uniform fixtures replacement enacted through Legionella programme and poor maintenance in general (subcontractors now replaced and we have a hand in training the new ones!).



Per Capita Daily  Water Consumption by Month (m3)

Mendip Brecon Cotswold Quantock

September -- 0.152 0.176 --

October -- 0.170 0.152 --

November 0.232 0.176 0.145 0.150

December 0.118 0.148 0.101 0.155

January 0.157 0.154 0.118 0.132

February 0.219 0.159 0.137 0.141

March 0.215 0.161 0.101 0.112

AVERAGE 0.188 0.160 0.133 0.138
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Have discovered that time of year is a factor….in fact the 2015-2016 data are even clearer in this respect…general fall off in water use as academic year progresses.



July 2015 Fixtures Audit

Average flow rates in different Courts (litres/minute)

Kitchen Mixer Tap WHB Mixer Shower Mixer/thermostatic

Mendip 12 10.9 11

Brecon 11.5 11 11.4

Cotswold 10.3 10.8 8

Quantock 14.3 11.4 8.2

Average 12.0 11.0 9.7



A Relatively Efficient Installation 

Fixture Volume Used (pmin 
or p.use) Times(mins)/Day Total Use % Use

Toilet 3 4 12 11.21%
Hand Basin 4 2 8 7.48%
Kitchen Tap 4 3 12 11.21%
Shower 7.5 10 75 70.09%

107 100.00%

Using Flow Rates From Summer 2015 
Audit

Fixture Volume Used (pmin 
or p.use) Times(mins)/Day Total Use % Use

Toilet 5 4 20 11.56%
Hand Basin 10 2 20 11.56%
Kitchen Tap 11 3 33 19.08%
Shower 10 10 100 57.80%

173 100.00%



What have we learned?
• Huge benefits of the experimental design….but it has taken 

considerable time to get there.

• Our study has become as interested/involved with facilities 
management as water behaviour/conservation

• “hard” interventions often easily cancelled out by behaviour 
modification (e.g. showerheads)

• Pressure matters as much as flow for users

• Demographics are quite important, but in complex interacting ways

• Expect the unexpected (pool parties, holiday-time leaks, student 
obliviousness)



The plan for 2016-2017:

1. A limited number of blocks targeted with 100% fixtures change as 
follows:

a) New Neoperl tap inserts
b) Audit/standardisation of shower fixtures
c) Messaging (social media messaging, timers, Freshers event; Big 

Green Week, work with RAs, UWE Green Leaders)

2. New guidance to Accoms/Grahams on regular inspection and 
rectification with respect to water fittings

3. Qualitative element to study – “behaviours” and “practices” as well as 
measured consumption – link with UWE Estates Sustainability 
Engagement Programme (see 1 (c) above

4. Near-real time data feed into R-based statistical environment

5. Paid for out of possible modelled water savings of £1000/block/year
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